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whats new in davinci resolve 17: davinci resolve
17 features new image processing for the latest

wide gamut hdr, a powerful audio engine,
immersive 3d audio workflows and more!

colorists get new hdr grading tools, ai based
magic mask and more. fairlight upgrades mouse

and keyboard based edit selection tools along
with fairlight audio core, a high performance
audio engine that supports 2,000 tracks on a
single system! editors get a new metadata

based slate view with bin dividers to organize
and find footage faster, zoomed waveforms for

audio editing, smart reframing, proxies, live
effect previews and more. in addition, effects,
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titles or transitions created on the fusion page
can be used on the edit and cut pages! davinci
resolve studio 15 includes more than 150 built-
in effects that make it easy to create stylized,
polished and polished video projects. editors
can use presets, 1-4-3-2-1 settings, and even
animate presets to use inside of a shot. the
features such as media bins, timecode, and
camera profiles make it easier than ever to

organize your media and keep it organized while
working. cut and edit using the new interface of
"the cut" and "the edit" pages. on the "the edit"

page, the new unified inspector is a visual
timeline editor, with new controls and

interactivity for every editing tool! add a visual
timeline to the editor for fast shot cutting. learn

more davinci resolve 16.1 is the worlds only
solution that combines editing, color correction,
visual effects, motion graphics and audio post
production all in one software tool! its elegant,
modern interface is fast to learn and easy for

new users, yet powerful for professionals.
davinci resolve lets you work faster and at

ahigher quality because you dont have to learn
multiple apps or switch software for different
tasks. that means you can work with camera
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original quality images throughout the entire
process. its like having your own post

production studio in asingle app! best of all, by
learning davinci resolve, youre learning how to

use the exact same tools used by hollywood
professionals!
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davinci resolve color panels let you adjust
multiple parameters at once so you can create
unique looks that are impossible with a mouse

and keyboard. the incredibly small davinci
resolve micro panel is great for new colorists
just getting started or anyone that needs a

portable panel. it features 3 high quality
trackballs, knobs for primary adjustment

controls and buttons for playback and
navigation. the davinci resolve mini panel

features additional controls and screens for
accessing virtually all palettes and tools. for the

ultimate in control, the davinci resolve
advanced panel gives high end professional
colorists access to every single feature and

command mapped to a specificbutton! davinci
resolve 16.1 is the worlds only solution that

combines editing, color correction, visual
effects, motion graphics and audio post

production all in one software tool! its elegant,
modern interface is fast to learn and easy for

new users, yet powerful for professionals.
davinci resolve is also available as a standalone
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application. the standalone edition is designed
for professional users who need full control over
all the features of davinci resolve. it also gives

you the ability to create cinematic visual effects
and broadcast quality motion graphics right

from your computer. the standalone version has
everything you need to import, manage and
deliver final projects! and of course it can be

used to color correct and finish hollywoods high
end feature films and television shows! the
standalone edition includes the brand new

davinci resolve color page. its hollywoods most
advanced color corrector and has been used to
color and finish more high end feature films and
television shows than any other system! its also

approachable with exciting new features
designed to make it easier for new users to get
great results while they continue to learn the

advanced tools. for example, new primary
control sliders will be familiar to anyone thats

used image editing software, making it easy to
adjust contrast, temperature, midtone detail,

saturation and more. the standalone edition also
has a new node based workflow that allows you

to create and composite all the visual effects
and motion graphics you could possibly want!
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